
Make You Product Precious with

Custom Rigid Boxes 
Custom rigid boxes offer strong walls to the product with elegance. So, choose

custom styles, sizes, and content to represent your product. 

The major focus of most brands is to acquire familiarity and identity in the

market with good packaging success. Moreover, compared to other types of

boxes, custom rigid boxes become an enticing option for your luxury items. So,

use the luxurious rigid boxes that are protective and spellbinding for your

consumers. 

Why Are Rigid Boxes Imperative? 

A gleeful packaging design has paramount importance in the industry. However,

a famous saying is to not judge a book by its covers, but many consumers are

likely attracted to packaging. They buy the product due to its overwhelming

appearance; due to this, many packaging brands have focused on developing

better packaging. Product manufacturers know elegant, clean designs give their

product a prestigious appearance that impacts the customers buying decision. 

Using abysmally written product labels, messy graphics, and weak packaging

force customers to not buy your items. So, if you choose rigid boxes for your

fragile items, it provides protection and keeps them safe. Now it's time to see

the role of rigid boxes in your e-commerce business. 

Role of Custom rigid Boxes in E-commerce 

A question arises in our mind if your business flourishes online, how do you

engage your consumers with packaging boxes? So, we all know to provide

authentic products and complete transparency, you need to show your

product's internal packaging stuff and boxes through images. Also, you need to

ensure the exact packaging style and box delivery at your customer's doorstep to

win their interest. Thus, you can understand the role of packaging in

e-commerce. Therefore, when you display your product in custom rigid boxes, it

makes them adorable and titillating for their consumers. 



Go for the Best Thickness for Rigid Boxes 

Choose the perfect thickness of rigid cardstock that is enough to hold your

product items easily. Also, you know the packaging material is the first

encounter among the brand and its customers. So, you need to pay a huge

investment and concentrate on rigid packaging boxes to make up to the mark.

So, choose your desired thickness according to product demand and packaging

budget.

Print Brand Logo and Name on Custom Printed Rigid Boxes 

We all know rigid packaging boxes are not only used for gift purposes; many

brands use them to pack their items with the motive of reusability. Now brands

try to make packaging boxes that not only cover the product but enhance the

usability for common people. Most of the time, brands buy products that are

present in rigid boxes; they use them as storage boxes of tiny cosmetics, pins,

coins, and pencil chaos. 

So when you print the brand logo and name on the wholesale rigid packaging, it

makes the source of branding or marketing for a long time till your customers

use them for many other reasons. For this purpose, you need to use quality

printing inks for your printed rigid boxes. Moreover, you need to choose unique

font styles and writing effects to make your text readable or enthralling for your

end-users. 

Add-on Make Your Rigid Boxes Alluring 

The use of add-ons also uplifts the aesthetic of your custom-printed rigid boxes.

Brands use multiple add-ons like foil stamping, embossing, debossing, UV

coating, and matte coating, as per your choice. Foil stamping gives a shiny

glimpse at the particular area of rigid boxes. Mostly, it is used to print text and

highlight them with a shiny effect. Moreover, packaging brands offer multiple

colors for foil stamping for bronze, copper, gold, silver, and rose gold. 

Similarly, product manufacturers choose to emboss and deboss for product

packaging which looks captivating. Add to this, embossing and debossing both

affect use without color, called blind embossing or debossing. And you have the

option to use colorful UV inks that you love. However, they use additional

security materials like paper cuttings, cotton, cushion, inserts, and trays to firmly

place your product in one place. 
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Go for Unique and Creative Shapes of Rigid Packaging 

Rigid packaging boxes are available in multiple creative sizes and styles that

offer an amazing unboxing experience. Moreover, you can add the spark of

customized CMYK and PMS color models to make your product eye-pooping for

your beholders. So, here are some types of styles that look fabulous and

perfectly suit your product's wrapping. 

● Flip top

● Auto lock

● 2-pieces 

● 1-pieces with magnetic lid 

● Cylindrical boxes 

● Hexagonal boxes 

However, the use of stain colors and minimal artwork print on your rigid

packaging escalated their beautification and made them perfect for product

presentation on market shelves. So, choose the design pattern and print content

on your product packaging that you want for your products.

Wrapping Up Thoughts 

The article explains tips that you can follow to avail the best quality and most

appealing rigid packaging for your precious boxes. It also explains why rigid

boxes are important and how these are beneficial to grow your business. On this

subject, you need to use appealing and engaging packaging solutions that make

your product worthier. 


